KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS: M = Monday, W = Wednesday, pp. = pages, p = page.

***Wherever it says “Discuss” below, you should read and take notes on the assigned material for that class period.***

Week One (Log into Blackboard and look around!!! Start your Journal!!!)
M—1/12—Go over syllabus and course calendar & answer Questionnaire.
W—1/14—Writing Sample, Introductions and Name Game. (Line up an OBSERVATION for your 2nd Paper.)

Week Two (Definitely start your journal and keep up!)
**M—1/19—MARTIN LUTHER KING HOLIDAY—NO CLASSES TODAY!
Reading found at the following link: (http://faculty.nwacc.edu/tmcginn/writing%20an%20I-search%20paper.pdf)
W—1/21—Discuss pp. 207-211 of “How to Write an I-Search Paper” from my web site & I-search journal. (Take Notes.)

Week Three (Choose a topic for your Reflection essay!!! Go to the Writing Center for help???)
M—1/26—Discuss Reflection Essay Assignment. (PowerPoint in class) (Line up an OBSERVATION for your 2nd Paper.)
W—1/28—Finish Discussing Reflection Essay Assignment. (Finish PowerPoint in class.)

Week Four (Write your Reflection Essay draft & Start looking for someone to observe!)
M—2/2—Discuss Sample Reflection Essay from my web site. (Line up an OBSERVATION for your 2nd Paper.)
(http://faculty.nwacc.edu/tmcginn/Fall%202013/reflective-revised.pdf)
**W—2/4—Rough Draft of your Reflection Essay due in class for peer-critiquing today.

Week Five (Have you lined up your observation??? Ask me for help!)
**M—2/9—FINAL DRAFT OF YOUR REFLECTION ESSAY DUE!! & Start discussing Observation Essay.
W—2/11—Continue Discussing Observation Essay Assignment. (PowerPoint in class.)

Week Six (Have you conducted your observation??? Ask me if you still need help!!)
M—2/16—Continue Discussing Observation Essay Assignment. (PowerPoint in class.)
W—2/18—Finish PowerPoint on How to Write an Observation.

Week Seven (Write your Observation Essay draft this week. Let the Writing Center Staff help you!)
M—2/23—Discuss Sample Observation Essay on my web site. Take notes while reading this essay.
(http://faculty.nwacc.edu/tmcginn/Spring%202012/Organized%20Chaos.Final%20Draft.pdf)

Week Eight (Start thinking about additional sources to use for your I-search paper.)
M—3/2—FINAL DRAFT OF OBSERVATION ESSAY DUE TODAY!!!! & Start discussing the I-Search Paper.
W—3/4—Discuss pp. 211-221 from “How to Write an I-Search Paper” from my web site. (Take notes while reading.)

Week Nine (Look for sources to write your I-search paper. Use the librarian’s advice.)
M—3/9—Librarian will visit our classroom today to teach you how to find sources.
W—3/11—Librarian will visit our classroom today to teach you how to find sources.

Week Ten (Keep looking for sources!!! Go to the Library and the Writing Center for help!)
**M—3/16—Discuss Sample I-Search Essay from “How to Write an I-search Paper” (pp. 222-227) (Take notes while reading.)
W—3/18—Discuss sample I-search paper on my web site. Be sure to take notes while reading. (See link below.)
(http://faculty.nwacc.edu/tmcginn/Spring%202012/My%20Path%20to%20Becoming%20a%20Registered%20Nurse.pdf)

Week Eleven (I know it is Spring Break, but make sure to finish finding sources and writing your I-Search Paper Outline!)
**M—3/23—SPRING BREAK—NO CLASSES THIS WEEK!
**W—3/25—SPRING BREAK—NO CLASSES THIS WEEK!
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**Week Twelve** (MUST HAVE ALL FIVE SOURCES AND AN OUTLINE THIS WEEK!)
M—3/30—SOURCES FOR I-SEARCH PAPER DUE TODAY!!!!! Work with them in class.
W—4/1—OUTLINE FOR I-SEARCH PAPER DUE TODAY!!!! We will work on revising these in class.

****(Even if you are absent this week, I need a list of your sources and an outline via email.)* ***

*****F—4/3—Last day to withdraw from any class and receive a “W” on your transcript.

**Week Thirteen** (Put together your I-Search paper draft this week. Get help from the Writing Center?!!!)
**M—4/6—ROUGH DRAFT OF THE I-SEARCH PAPER IS DUE TODAY!!!! JOURNAL DUE TODAY!!
W—4/8—Discuss Revising from “How to Write an I-search Paper” pp. 231-236 & practice in class on rough drafts.

**THE JOURNAL WILL BE CLOSED IN BLACKBOARD 4/8
AND YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO POST ANY ADDITIONAL ENTRIES AFTER MIDNIGHT!**

**Week Fourteen** (Discuss the PowerPoint Presentation this week. This is basically a PowerPoint on your I-Search.)
**M—4/13—I-SEARCH PAPER DUE TODAY. I NEED TWO PRINTOUTS OF THE FINAL DRAFT. BRING BOTH TO CLASS. ONE WILL GO TO OUR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM AND ONE WILL BE RETURNED WITH A GRADE!
Also start discussing the PowerPoint Presentation and work on them in class.
W—4/15—Finish discussing the PowerPoint Presentation and work on them in class.

**Week Fifteen** (Presentations start this week. Be sure to attend whether or not it is your day to present.)
**M—4/20—PowerPoint Presentations this week. Don’t be late to class! (The door will be locked to prevent interruptions.)
**W—4/22—PowerPoint Presentations this week. Don’t be late to class! (The door will be locked to prevent interruptions.)

****If you are absent the day your presentation is scheduled, you may be able to go on the last day or the day of the final if time permits. If you miss a second time, you will receive a 0 for this assignment and may not be able to pass the course.

**Week Sixteen** (More Presentations this week. Be sure to attend whether or not it is your day to present.)
**M—4/27—PowerPoint Presentations this week. Don’t be late to class! (The door will be locked to prevent interruptions.)
**W—4/29—PowerPoint Presentations this week. Don’t be late to class! (The door will be locked to prevent interruptions.)

****If you are absent the day your presentation is scheduled, you may be able to go on the last day or the day of the final if time permits. If you miss a second time, you will receive a 0 for this assignment and may not be able to pass the course.

****Friday—4/1—LAST DAY OF REGULAR CLASSES. Final Exams start next week.

**Week Seventeen** (FINAL EXAM WEEK)
May 2—8—Classes are NOT held on the regular schedule this week. Get the Final Exam Schedule from the school’s home page or the My NWACC Connection web site. CHECK FOR ANY CONFLICTS AND LET ME KNOW!!!

MW—[12:00] Class Final Exam on MONDAY, MAY 4, from 12:30-2:30 p.m.

MW—[1:30] Class Final Exam on WEDNESDAY, MAY 6, from 1:30-3:30 p.m.

**YOU WILL WRITE YOUR SELF-ASSESSMENT IN CLASS DURING THE FINAL EXAM PERIOD. BRING ALL YOUR OLD CLASSWORK, HOMEWORK AND TEXTBOOKS TO THIS FINAL CLASS. YOU MAY PREPARE TO WRITE THE SELF-ASSESSMENT BY TAKING NOTES AND PLANNING FOR THIS ESSAY, BUT IT MUST BE WRITTEN DURING THE FINAL EXAM PERIOD FOR YOUR CLASS. ATTENDANCE FOR THE FINAL IS NOT OPTIONAL.

NOTE: While this schedule is not set in concrete, it is here to help us all stick to deadlines. I will adjust it if the need arises, but plan on sticking with it the whole semester. We will use Blackboard in the event of any weather issues so that we can stay on schedule. Look for email from me in the event of school closing due to weather.